Biomnis in France and internationally

Over a century of experience

Since its creation, Biomnis, the foremost specialist in medical testing in France, has based itself on a concept of laboratory analysis that is both multidisciplinary and specialised. Like international reference laboratories, Biomnis aims for excellence, innovation and technological investment in all its activities. The group’s laboratories carry out a broad panel of tests and have built up a reputation for ongoing new test development and tests of high medical relevance.

This model is the result of the succession of accreditations that the laboratory has been awarded, its qualified staff, the technological superiority of its equipment, and its expertise in all fields of medical testing (infectious disease, human genetics, toxicology, etc.) and in all its plans (development, qualification and implementation of analytical techniques, Quality Assurance, bio-pathological consultancy, epidemiological analysis and interpretation, training, etc.)

Dedicated to medical testing

Biomnis represents first and foremost, state-of-the-art expertise for first-line laboratories (both hospital-based and independent). On a day-to-day basis, pathologists can help both their fellow pathologists and prescribing doctors with the interpretation of results to improve prevention, screening, diagnosis and therapeutic efficacy monitoring.

Already the leader in France, Biomnis has also expanded onto the international scene. In 1999 it acquired the Irish laboratory Claymon, guaranteeing prime positioning in Ireland.

Biomnis represents first and foremost state-of-the-art expertise at the service of first-line laboratories (both hospital-based and independent). On a day-to-day basis, pathologists can help both their fellow pathologists and prescribing doctors with the interpretation of results to improve prevention, screening, diagnosis and therapeutic efficacy monitoring.
Logistics and information technology: peripheral function expertise

Through its long-term partnerships with TSE Express Médical and OpenLab, Biomnis possesses tools enabling complete control of the logistics associated with testing services (transportation of biological samples under controlled temperature conditions), and the transmission and traceability of test results and related data.